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Abstract. Surrogate models for computational simulations are input-output approximations that allow com-
putationally intensive analyses, such as uncertainty propagation and inference, to be performed efficiently. When a
simulation output does not depend smoothly on its inputs, the error and convergence rate of many approximation
methods deteriorate substantially. This paper details a method for efficiently localizing discontinuities in the input
parameter domain, so that the model output can be approximated as a piecewise smooth function. The approach
comprises an initialization phase, which uses polynomial annihilation to assign function values to different regions and
thus seed an automated labeling procedure, followed by a refinement phase that adaptively updates a kernel support
vector machine representation of the separating surface via active learning. The overall approach avoids structured
grids and exploits any available simplicity in the geometry of the separating surface, thus reducing the number of
model evaluations required to localize the discontinuity. The method is illustrated on examples of up to eleven di-
mensions, including algebraic models and ODE/PDE systems, and demonstrates improved scaling and efficiency over
other discontinuity localization approaches.
Key words. discontinuity detection, polynomial annihilation, function approximation, support vector machines,
active learning, uncertainty quantification
1. Introduction. Many applications of uncertainty quantification, optimization, and control
must invoke models accessible only through computational simulation. These tasks can be com-
putationally prohibitive, requiring repeated simulations that may exceed available computational
capacity. In these circumstances, it useful to construct surrogate models approximating the sim-
ulation output over a parameter domain of interest, using a limited set of simulation runs. The
construction of surrogates is essentially a problem in function approximation, for which an enor-
mous variety of approaches have been developed. One broad category of approximations involves
parametric or semi-parametric representations—for instance, polynomial expansions obtained via
interpolation, projection, or regression [41, 14, 42, 9, 12]. Another category involves nonparametric
approximations such as Gaussian process regression [31], frequently used in the statistics community
for the “emulation” of computer models [10, 32]
Almost all of these approximation methods deteriorate in efficiency when faced with discon-
tinuities in the model output, or even its derivatives, over the range of input parameters. Yet
discontinuities frequently arise in practice, e.g., when systems exhibit bifurcations with respect to
uncertain input parameters or enter different regimes of operation depending on their inputs. Exam-
ples include ignition phenomena in combustion kinetics [28], bifurcations in climate modeling [39],
switch-like behavior in gene expression [13], and in general, dynamical systems with multiple equi-
libria. In all of these applications, being able to localize the discontinuity would enable significant
efficiency gains in the construction of output surrogates. Moreover, localizing a discontinuity may
be of standalone interest; since a discontinuous response may be a defining feature of the system,
learning exactly which input or parameter regimes yield different behaviors can lead to a more
fundamental understanding of the system’s dynamics.
In this work, we will focus on piecewise smooth model responses; in other words, we assume
that the parameter space contains one or more “separating surfaces” that bound regimes over which
the model output is a smooth function of its parameters. Jumps in the model output occur across a
separating surface. The separating surface may itself be relatively smooth and well approximated by
techniques which take advantage of this regularity. The major contribution of this work is then an
unstructured approach for identifying and refining a functional description of the separating surface.
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Our approach uses guided random sampling to place new model evaluation points in the vicinity
of the discontinuity. These points are labeled and used to drive a kernel support vector machine
classifier, which yields a nonparametric description of the discontinuity location. The entire approach
is iterative: following an initialization and labeling phase, it employs a cycle of active learning,
labeling, and classification. The overall algorithm uses significantly fewer model evaluations and
exhibits improved scaling with parameter dimension compared to current discontinuity detection
techniques. It contrasts with efforts that have generally attempted to create a dense and structured
grid of model evaluations surrounding the separating surface.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews current techniques for
discontinuity detection and for approximating discontinuous model responses. Section 3 describes
the algorithmic building blocks from which we construct our approach. In Section 4 we detail
the discontinuity detection algorithm itself. In Section 5 we report on numerical experiments with
this algorithm: discontinuity detection problems of increasing dimension, problems that vary the
complexity of the separating surface, and several benchmark ODE and PDE problems drawn from
the literature.
2. Background. Approximation schemes for discontinuous model outputs typically attempt to
transform the problem into one that can be tackled with classical approximation methods for smooth
functions. These transformations can roughly be divided into three categories: local approximations,
edge tracking, and global approximations.
Local approximations may involve either decomposing the parameter space in a structured
manner (e.g., into hypercubes) or utilizing local basis functions. Examples of parameter space de-
composition include multi-element gPC [38] or treed Gaussian processes [17, 16, 4]; examples of
local basis functions include wavelets [22, 21] or particular forms of basis enrichment [15]. These
techniques attempt simultaneously to find the discontinuity and to build the approximation. Edge
tracking techniques, on the other hand, separate discontinuity localization from approximation and
concentrate on the former [18]. Another approach that separates discontinuity localization from
approximation can be found in [33], where a Bayesian classification method is used to represent the
separating surface, and the two resulting classes are mapped to distinct hypercubes wherein the
functions are approximated by polynomial chaos expansions. Finally, there exist global methods
that attempt to directly mitigate the Gibbs phenomena arising from approximating discontinuous
functions with a smooth basis. One such effort [7] employs Padé-Legendre approximations in com-
bination with filtering to remove spurious oscillations. These techniques have been successfully
demonstrated in low-dimensional parameter spaces.
Below we elaborate on domain decomposition and edge tracking methods, as they provide useful
inspiration for our present method.
2.1. Domain decomposition and local approximation. Decomposition techniques ap-
proach the approximation problem by breaking a domain containing a discontinuity into sub-domains
containing smooth portions of the function of interest. Examples are given in [38] and [1]. These
algorithms may be distinguished according to three attributes: refinement criteria, point selection
scheme, and approximation type. Refinement criteria are indicators that specify the need for ad-
ditional function evaluations; for example, they may be tied to an estimate of the discontinuity
location, or to a local indicator of error in the function approximation. Point selection describes the
manner in which additional function evaluations are added, e.g., deterministically or randomly, near
or far from previous evaluations, etc. Finally, the approximation type may involve a choice between
low- or high-order polynomials, parametric or nonparametric schemes, etc. These choices are closely
intertwined because the refinement criteria and point selection scheme are often guided by the type
of approximation performed in each subdomain. Many current techniques for domain decomposition
rely on adaptively partitioning the parameter domain into progressively smaller hypercubes. Build-
ing approximations on these Cartesian product domains is convenient, but can be computationally
expensive, particularly when separating surfaces are not aligned with the coordinate axes. These
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difficulties are exacerbated as the parameter dimension increases.
Related to domain decomposition are approaches that use local basis functions to capture sharp
variations in model output [22, 21] . These approaches also tend to rely on the progressive refinement
of hypercubes. Localized bases are extensively employed in the image processing community [20];
for example, images often have sharp edges that are accurately represented with wavelets [26, 11]
and other functions with local support. In practice, these basis functions are often deployed within
an adaptive approach that yields a dense grid of function evaluations surrounding the discontinuity.
The resulting model runs occur in similar locations and with a number/computational cost similar
to domain decomposition methods.
2.2. Edge tracking. An alternative and rather efficient algorithm for discontinuity localization
has been developed in [18]. As noted above, the algorithm focuses on searching for a discontinuity
and developing a description of the separating surface, rather than on approximating the true model.
In particular, the algorithm progressively adds points by “walking” along the discontinuity (i.e., edge
tracking), while using polynomial annihilation (PA) along the coordinate axes as an indicator of the
discontinuity’s existence and location. This procedure uses an adaptive divide-and-conquer approach
to initially locate the separating surface. After edge tracking is complete, new evaluation locations
are classified—i.e., deemed to lie on one side of the separating surface or the other—using a nearest
neighbor approach. The majority of the computational effort is thus spent evaluating the model
near the separating surface, such that the resulting set of points becomes an evenly spaced grid
surrounding it. Having located the discontinuity, function approximation can then proceed on each
surrounding subdomain. For example, edge tracking is coupled with the method of least orthogonal
interpolation [29] in [19].
Because a greater fraction of its computational effort is spent evaluating the model close to
the separating surface, edge tracking is more efficient at discontinuity localization than the domain
decomposition methods presented earlier. The method proposed in this paper capitalizes on this
philosophy and aims for further improvement by taking advantage of the regularity of the separating
surface. Rather than walking along the surface with steps of fixed resolution, we introduce a new
method for sampling in the vicinity of the discontinuity and for efficiently describing the geometry
of the separating surface given an unstructured set of sample points. These developments will be
detailed below.
3. Algorithmic ingredients of our approach. The new discontinuity detection algorithm
described in this paper is founded on several tools common in the machine learning and spectral
methods communities. These tools will be used to address three problems arising in the approx-
imation of high-dimensional discontinuous functions. The first problem involves identifying the
separating surface and estimating the jump size of the discontinuity across it. The jump size is a
local measure of the difference between the function values on either side of the separating surface.
We will solve this problem using polynomial annihilation. The solution will also provide a method
for labeling function evaluations on either side of the separating surface, based upon their function
value. The second problem is to find an efficient representation of the geometry of the separating
surface; to this end, we will employ a nonparametric approximation using support vector machines
(SVM). The final problem involves determining locations at which to evaluate the function in order
to best refine the approximation of the separating surface. Our solution to this problem will employ
uncertainty sampling techniques.
3.1. Polynomial annihilation. Polynomial annihilation is used in order to measure the size
of a discontinuity or region of rapid change in a function. This measurement is vital for determining
the region to which new function evaluations belong. Following [2], a description of one-dimensional
polynomial annihilation is given here. The local size of the discontinuity is described in terms of the
jump function evaluated at a particular location in the parameter space. Suppose that x ∈ R and
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f : R→ R. The jump function, [f ](x), is defined to be
[f ](x) = f(x+)− f(x−), (3.1)
where f(x−) = lim∆→0 f(x − ∆) and f(x+) = lim∆→0 f(x + ∆). Therefore, [f ](x) is non-zero
when the function is discontinuous at x, and it is zero otherwise. The main result of polynomial
annihilation is the approximation Lmf to the jump function. This approximation has the form
Lmf(x) =
1
qm(x)
∑
xl∈S(x)
cl(x)f(xl), (3.2)
where the set S(x) is a “stencil” of points (xl) around x. The coefficients (cl) are calculated by
solving the system of equations∑
xl∈S(x)
cl(x)pi(xl) = p(m)i (x), i = 0 . . .m, (3.3)
where m is the order of desired annihilation and pi comprise a basis for the space of univariate
polynomials of degree less than or equal to m. An explicit expression for each cl, derived in [2], is
cl(x) =
m!
m∏
i=0
i 6=l
(xl − xi)
, l = 0 . . .m . (3.4)
The normalization factor q(m) in (3.2) is
qm(x) =
∑
xl∈S+(x)
cl(x), (3.5)
where S+(x) is the set {xl : xl ∈ S(x), xl > x}. Finally, the accuracy of this approximation is
Lmf(x) =
{
[f ](ξ) +O(h(x)) if xl−1 ≤ ξ, x ≤ xl,
O(hmin(m,k)(x)) if f ∈ Ck(Ix) for k > 0,
(3.6)
where ξ is a location at which f has a jump discontinuity, Ix is the smallest interval of points {xl}
that contains the set S(x), and h(x) is defined as the largest difference between neighboring points
in the stencil S(x),
h(x) = max {∣∣xi − xi−1∣∣ : xi−1, xi ∈ S(x)} . (3.7)
A proof of (3.6) is given in [2] and is based on the residual of the Taylor series expansion around
the point at which the jump function is being evaluated. Note that the expressions above rely on
choosing a particular order of annihilation m; as proposed in [2], we use the minmod scheme to
enhance the performance of polynomial annihilation by evaluating the jump function over a range
of orders M 3 m. We will apply the one-dimensional polynomial annihilation scheme along each
coordinate direction in order to extend it to multiple dimensions; this process will be detailed in
Section 4.1.
3.2. Support vector machines. In the algorithm to be detailed in Section 4, we will label
function evaluations according to which side of the separating surface they lie on. A support vector
machine (SVM) [5, 35, 37], a supervised learning technique, is then used to build a boundary between
the different classes of points. The classification boundary thus becomes an approximation of the
separating surface.
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The basic idea behind SVMs is to obtain a function or “classifier” of the form:
f∗λ(x) =
N∑
i=1
αiK(xi, x), (3.8)
where αi are coefficients associated with locations of the data points xi, λ is a regularization param-
eter, and K is a Mercer kernel [25]. Evaluation of the kernel yields the dot product between two
points in a higher-dimensional feature space in which a linear classification boundary is sought. This
feature space is the reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) HK induced by the kernel. In other
words, one can define the mapping Φ : X → HK and represent the kernel as K(x, y) = ΦT (x)Φ(x).
To find the SVM classifier, however, only this inner product is needed. Thus Φ need not be specified
explicitly. This is important because dimensionality of the feature space can be quite large—for
example, infinity in the case of a Gaussian kernel.
The SVM classifer is a solution to a regularized least squares problem with hinge loss given by
f∗λ(x) = arg min
f∈HK
{
1
n
n∑
i=0
max
(
0, 1− yif(xi))+ λ||f ||2HK
}
, (3.9)
where n is the number of training points, xi are the training points, yi are the labels of training point
i, f(xi) is the classifier function evaluated at training point i, and λ is a regularization parameter.
From this optimization problem we see that the classifier is determined by its sign: f∗λ(x) > 0 if
x ∈ R1 and f∗λ(x) < 0 if x ∈ R2, where R1 and R2 are the regions, or classes, bounded by the
separating surface. While the sign of the classifier indicates the region/class to which any point
belongs, its magnitude reflects the distance a point lies from the boundary in the feature space.
Points for which |f∗λ | < 1 are said to lie within the margin of the classifer, while larger magnitudes
of f∗λ correspond to points increasingly further from the classifier boundary.
Implementation of the SVM involves selecting a kernel. In this work we use a Gaussian kernel
K(x, y) = exp
{−‖x− y‖2/2σ2}. The computational cost of finding the classifier using the SMO
algorithm in [30] is problem dependent, but can range from O(N) to O(N2) [30]. Additional costs
may be incurred depending on the choice of cross validation techniques to select the parameters
involved in the kernel (e.g., σ) and the penalty on misclassified training samples, λ. Choosing a
small σ or a small λ can lead to large generalization errors because of overfitting, but choosing
large values can cause a loss of complexity of the representation (underfitting). For the algorithm
described in this work, LIBSVM [6] is used to implement SVMs.
3.3. Uncertainty sampling and active learning. Active learning [8, 34, 36] and specifically
uncertainty sampling (US) [23] are unsupervised learning techniques commonly used in the machine
learning community when labeling data points according to their class is an expensive process. In
this context one would like to select, from a large unlabeled set, a small subset of points most
useful for constructing or refining a classifier; only the selected points are then labeled. In the
discontinuity detection problem, we are free to evaluate the model anywhere in the domain; however,
each evaluation is expensive and requires careful selection. Uncertainty sampling involves only
evaluating the model in locations where the classifier is relatively uncertain about the class to which
a data point belongs. In these situations US is used to add data points adaptively to a data set,
retraining the classifier after each addition.
In the context of SVMs, one may define the uncertainty as the closeness of the evaluating point
to the boundary. As described above, this closeness is measured by the magnitude of the classifier
function (3.8). An application of SVMs in this context can be found in the reliability design and
optimization literature [3], where active learning was used to help refine the boundary of a failure
region.
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Initialize with polynomial annihilation
and generate first set of labeled points
Train SVM classifier from current data
Select new points via uncer-
tainty sampling and label them
Fig. 4.1. Flow chart of the discontinuity detection algorithm.
4. Discontinuity detection algorithm. The algorithm presented in this section takes ad-
vantage of any regularity exhibited by the separating surface, avoids the creation of structured grids
and nested rectangular sub-domains, and incorporates guided random sampling to improve scaling
with dimension. These features of the algorithm result from an integration of the tools discussed
in Section 3. Polynomial annihilation is used to obtain general information about the the size and
location of the discontinuity, and the regularity of the separating surface is exploited by the SVM
classifier. Approximating the separating surface using SVMs allows for a more efficient description of
the discontinuity than the nearest neighbor approach used in edge tracking and adaptive refinement
schemes. Additionally, SVMs are robust and tend to not overfit the data due to the regularization
described above.
The methodology employed to detect and parameterize the separating surface can be described
in three steps, depicted in Figure 4.1. The first step is an initialization that involves identifying
essential characteristics of the discontinuity, such as the jump size and the approximate location of
the separating surface, at several points in the parameter domain. This step also seeds the labeling
mechanism by which new model evaluations may be classified according to their value. The second
and third steps are then alternated repeatedly. The second step involves constructing an SVM
classifier to describe the separating surface. The third step involves refining the SVM classifier by
selecting new model evaluation points via uncertainty sampling and labeling these points.
In the remainder of this section, we will use x ∈ Rd to denote the d-dimensional model param-
eters. The model is now f : Rd → R. Subscripted variables denote position along the coordinate
axes, i.e., xj ∈ R is the jth coordinate of x, while superscripts are used to index sample points.
4.1. Initialization with polynomial annihilation. The purpose of an initialization phase
of the discontinuity detection algorithm is ultimately to provide a mechanism for labeling future
model evaluations according to their values. This labeling is necessary to provide a labeled set of
points with which to build the SVM classifiers. Note that polynomial annihilation is used to label
points according to their function value, whereas the SVM is used to label points based upon their
location in parameter space.
The initialization procedure is essentially a divide-and-conquer approach guided by repeated
applications of one-dimensional polynomial annihilation. It is similar to the procedure found in [18].
The procedure begins with an initial set of function evaluations and ends with a set of jump function
values at various points in the parameter space. These points are surrounded by additional points
at which the model (but not the jump function) was evaluated. One major difference between
our implementation and that of [18] involves the selection of points used in each PA calculation.
In particular, we define an off-axis tolerance tol which is used to define the axial point set S(x)
described in Section 3.1. Intuitively, the off-axis tolerance reflects an accepted minimum resolution
level of the discontinuity, as described below.
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xj
x∼j
− +tol
tol 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Fig. 4.2. Selection of the set Sj(x) for performing polynomial annihilation along the horizontal axis xj .
Figure 4.2 illustrates the application of polynomial annihilation along the horizontal dashed
line (the xj axis), and in particular, our method for choosing the point set Sj(x) used to perform
PA in the jth coordinate direction around a point x. The vertical dashed line denotes all other
coordinate directions, x∼j ∈ Rd−1. The point of interest or POI xp, denoted by the pink circle, is
the point at which the jump function will be evaluated. The arrows labeled + and − refer to the
relative directions, along the xj axis, of the surrounding points. For the purposes of polynomial
annihilation, at least one point on either side of the POI is necessary. The boxes denote points at
which we have performed function evaluations. Two light grey lines bound the region within tol
of the axis, wherein all points are considered to be “semi-axial” and thus suitable for detecting a
discontinuity along xj . In other words, any of the boxes within the grey lines may be considered for
the set Sj(xp); those actually selected for this set are drawn in red.
Two special cases are illustrated in Figure 4.2. The first special case involves the points located
at xj = 1.5. These points are equidistant from the POI along the xj axis, and in this situation
the point with the smaller Euclidean distance (in all d directions) from the POI is chosen. The
second special case involves the points at xj = 7.5. These points are equidistant from the POI
both in the xj direction and in total distance. In this situation either of the points may be chosen;
the top point is chosen here for illustration, but the tie is broken randomly in practice. Once the
points available for the stencil are determined, the number actually used for PA is determined by
the desired annihilation order m. Following this selection, we approximate the jump function at the
POI using (3.2).
The inclusion of semi-axial points in Sj(xp) may affect the accuracy of the jump function ap-
proximation. We can analyze this effect by considering the error induced by incorrectly evaluating
the function values f(xl) in (3.2). Suppose that we are trying to approximate the jump function at a
point x in direction j using semi-axial neighbors xˆl ∈ Sj(x) and tol > 0. We perform the polynomial
annihilation procedure as if we have truly on-axis points given by xl := (x1, . . . , xj−1, xˆlj , xj+1, . . . xd),
one for each element of Sj(x). The jump function approximation is computed as
L˜mf(x) =
1
qm(x)
∑
xˆl∈Sj(x)
cl(x)f(xˆl), (4.1)
where we recall that cl and qm depend only on the jth coordinate of the points in Sj(x), and hence
their values are equivalent for xl and xˆl. The difference between the approximation above (4.1) and
that in (3.2) is then due only to evaluating f at xˆl rather than at xl:
L˜mf(x)− Lmf(x) = 1
qm(x)
∑
xˆl∈Sj(x)
cl(x)
[
f(xˆl)− f(xl)] . (4.2)
If a discontinuity exists in between xˆl and xl, then errors introduced into the approximation will be
on the order of the size of the jump. However, if for every xˆl, f is continuous on the closed interval
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between xˆl and xl and differentiable on the corresponding open interval, then we can use the mean
value theorem to bound the magnitude of the difference |f(xˆl)− f(xl)|. Under these conditions, for
each l there exists a νl = (1− ηl)xl + ηlxˆl with ηl ∈ (0, 1) such that
f(xˆl)− f(xl) =
d∑
i=1,i6=j
∂xif(νl)
(
xˆli − xli
)
. (4.3)
Then
|f(xˆl)− f(xl)| ≤
d∑
i=1,i6=j
∣∣∂xif(νl)∣∣ ∣∣xˆli − xli∣∣ ≤ tol d∑
i=1,i6=j
∣∣∂xif(νl)∣∣ . (4.4)
Now let G = max
l
max
i 6=j
sup
s∈Bj(xl)
|∂xif(s)|, where Bj(xl) is a ball of radius tol surrounding xl in the x∼j
directions, i.e., Bj(xl) :=
{
(s1, . . . , sj−1, xlj , sj+1, . . . , sd) : |si − xli| < tol, i = 1 . . . d, i 6= j
}
. Then
we can bound the difference (4.4) above by G(d− 1) tol. The magnitude of the difference between
(3.2) and (4.1) can then be estimated as∣∣∣L˜mf(x)− Lmf(x)∣∣∣ ≤ 1|qm(x)| ∑
xˆl∈Sj(x)
|cl(x)|
∣∣f(xˆl)− f(xl)∣∣ = O(Gd tol), (4.5)
where the second step uses the fact that both cl(x) and qm(x) are of the same magnitude, O(h(x)−m)
[2]. An application of the triangle inequality then yields an update to the error estimate (3.6) for
approximation of the jump function:
L˜mf(x) =
{
[f ](ξ) +O(h(x)) +O (Gd tol) if xˆl−1j ≤ ξ, xj ≤ xˆlj ,
O(hmin(m,k)(x)) +O (Gd tol) if f ∈ Ck(Ix) for k > 0.
(4.6)
In this multidimensional case, ξ ∈ Rd but differs from x only in dimenson j, i.e., ξi = xi for i 6= j,
and ξj is a location of a jump discontinuity along the xj axis. Ix and h(x) are defined just as in
Section 3.1, using only the jth coordinates of the points in the set Sj(x). This simple estimate
suggests that as long as Gd tol is significantly smaller than the jump size [f ](ξ), only small errors
will be induced in the jump function approximation by using off-axis points. Intuitively this means
that the off-axis tolerance should be kept small enough to balance the variation of the function in
the off-axis directions.
Now that we have described the selection of points used for each one-dimensional application
of PA, we the describe the multi-dimensional initialization procedure. This algorithm is based on a
repeated divide-and-conquer refinement of some initial set of points. Each refinement further local-
izes the discontinuity. The core of the divide-and-conquer approach for PA requires the evaluation
of the jump function at various test points based on a set of previously evaluated data points. The
algorithm is recursive in the sense that at any given step, we wish to refine the location of the dis-
continuity in direction j and at a given location x. We do this by first finding two additional points
at which to evaluate the jump function; these points, y1 and y2, are chosen to be the midpoints
between x and its nearest semi-axial neighbors in the ±j directions. Next, we evaluate the jump
function at each of these locations, J1 = [f ](y1) and J2 = [f ](y2). If the value of J indicates that a
jump exists at either of these points (i.e., up to the accuracy given in (3.6)), then we either evaluate
the full model f at the point and perform the same procedure recursively in every other coordinate
direction, or we add the point to the set of edge points E and stop refining around it. Before re-
cursively performing the procedure in a particular direction k for a point y, we evaluate f on the
k-semi-axial boundary parents corresponding to y, if these evaluations do not already exist. These
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boundary parents are locations on the boundary of the parameter space in the +k and -k directions.1
Once the function is evaluated at these parent locations, we are assured to have a sufficient number
of semi-axial function evaluations to perform PA. The set of edge points E is the set of points at
which we have found nonzero approximations of the jump function and that are located within an
edge tolerance δ of two other points at which we have evaluated the function. The entire algorithm
exits when either no more refinement is possible or the cardinality of the set of edge points reaches
a user defined value NE .
Algorithm 1, RefinementInitialization, initializes the refinement of the discontinuity by
calling Algorithm 2, Refine1D, for each initial point in a setM0. In practice, we often start either
with a single point at the origin, or randomly sampled points through out the regime. Initialization
with randomly sampled points can provide a more robust method for finding the separating surface
since they force an exploration of a wider area of the parameter domain. Refine1D recursively refines
the location of the discontinuity as described above. Both are detailed below, and constitute the PA
phase of the overall discontinuity detection algorithm. For reference, the function NN±k(S, x) finds
the nearest neighbor to the point x in the ±k coordinate direction, among the points in the set S.
Algorithm 1 RefinementInitialization
1: Input: initial point set M0; maximum number of edge points NE ; edge tolerance δ; off-axis
tolerance tol
2: Initialize: M =M0, E = ∅, F = {f(x1), f(x2), . . . , f(xn) : xi ∈M}
3: for all xi ∈M do
4: for j from 1 to d do
5: If needed, add boundary parents of xi in direction j and their function values toM and F
respectively
6: (M, E ,F) = Refine1D(M, E , F , xi, j, NE , δ, tol)
7: if |E| ≥ NE then
8: Return (M, E ,F)
9: end if
10: end for
11: end for
12: Return (M, E ,F)
4.2. Labeling in the initialization phase. Having estimated the jump size and location of
the discontinuity at a few points in the parameter space using polynomial annihilation, we would
like to use these estimates to label the points in M according to the function evaluations already
performed by the initialization procedure (and stored in F). Determining the class in which a point
resides depends on the jump values at the edge points. We only label the points inM that lie within
the edge tolerance δ of points in E . Recall that each edge point (i.e., each element of E) lies within
δ of at least two points inM.
For each point y ∈ E , we find the elements of M within δ of y; call these My = {x : x ∈
M, |x − y| < δ}. Of this subset, the point x∗ with the largest function value is found and labeled
class 1. Then the function values at all the other points x ∈ My are compared to f(x∗) using the
jump value [f ](y) as a reference. If the difference between f(x) and f(x∗) is less than the jump value,
then the point x is labeled class 1 ; otherwise, it is labeled class 2. We note that class 1 therefore
always contains the locally largest values by definition. (If it is known a priori that the locally largest
values in different parts of the domain should be in different classes, a different labeling procedure
that incorporates this knowledge must be used.) The present procedure can successfully label points
1If the parameter space is unbounded, then the boundary parents can be any k-semi-axial points that are far
enough from y in the k direction to ensure that the stencil for jump function evaluation at y is not too narrow.
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Algorithm 2 Refine1D
1: Input: point setM; edge point set E ; model evaluations F ; location for refinement x; coordi-
nate direction of refinement j; maximum number of edge points NE ; edge tolerance δ; off-axis
tolerance tol
2: Determine S := Sj(x) using tolerance tol.
3: Define y1 = (x+ NN+j (S, x)) /2
4: Define y2 = (x+ NN−j (S, x)) /2
5: J1 = [f ](y1)
6: J2 = [f ](y2)
7: for each k ∈ 1, 2 do
8: if Jk indicates jump exists then
9: if ‖yk − x‖ ≤ δ then
10: Add yk to E .
11: if |E| ≥ NE then
12: Return (M, E ,F)
13: end if
14: else
15: Add yk toM.
16: Add f(yk) to F .
17: for l from 1 to d do
18: If needed, add boundary parents of yk in direction l and their function values to M
and F respectively
19: (M, E ,F) = Refine1D(M, E , F , yk, l, NE , δ, tol)
20: end for
21: end if
22: end if
23: end for
24: Return (M, E ,F)
along a discontinuity whose jump size varies along the domain, without any manual intervention.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the procedure.
The complete initialization phase of the algorithm is now demonstrated on three test disconti-
nuities, shown in Figure 4.4. In these numerical experiments, δ and tol are both set at 0.125 and
M0 consists of a single point at the origin. In these plots we see that the discontinuity is located and
surrounded by a very coarse grid of function evaluations. The red circles points indicate locations
at which we obtain jump values approximating the size of the discontinuity. These are the points in
set E , used to label the surrounding function evaluations as described above.
4.3. Refinement with uncertainty sampling. We now describe the use of SVM classifi-
cation and active learning to refine our description of the discontinuity, following the initialization
phase of the algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 1. Compared to simply continuing Algorithm 1 with smaller
tolerances to generate more edge points, this phase of the algorithm focuses on choosing model
evaluation points that are most informative for the SVM classifier. Later we will demonstrate, via
numerical examples in Section 5.3, that switching to the active learning phase after relatively few
iterations of Algorithm 1 results in significant efficiency gains and improved scaling of computa-
tional effort with parameter dimension. The steps described in this section comprise the second and
third boxes in the flow chart of Figure 4.1: SVM classification, using all of the currently labeled
points (class 1, class 2 ), alternates with the selection of new points via uncertainty sampling and
the labeling of these new points.
New points are chosen based on their proximity to the zero level set of the current classifier. We
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δ
Fig. 4.3. Polynomial annihilation-based labeling procedure, used during the initialization phase of the algorithm.
Circles and diamonds are locations where the function has been evaluated. Squares are edge points. Blue diamonds
are function evaluations that are labeled as class 1 and red circles are function evaluations that are labeled as class
2. The dotted circles are of radius δ.
obtain a point near the classifier boundary by first drawing a sample from an underlying measure on
x (e.g., a probability measure on the input parameters of the model), and then using this sample as
an initial guess for the following optimization problem, which minimizes the square of the classifier
function in (3.8) and thus drives the initial guess towards the boundary:
min
x
(
N∑
i=1
αiK(xi, x)
)2
. (4.7)
Here {x1, . . . , xN} are the support vectors of the current classifier. A variety of optimization algo-
rithms can be used for this purpose and result in similar performance. Note that this optimization
problem is not convex and may have multiple local minima. But the initial randomization helps
mitigate clustering of points in local minima, and in practice the possibility of clustering does not
impede refinement of the discontinuity; as the SVM is updated, these minima are themselves al-
tered. Moreover, we compel the generation of “low discrepancy” points along the discontinuity by
constraining new function evaluations to occur farther than a minimum distance  from existing
points. In other words, a candidate point x∗ found by minimizing 4.7 is not evaluated or used for
classification if it lies less than  away from the nearest evaluated node. As uncertainty sampling
progresses, the entire discontinuity will be explored with resolution . Eventually the algorithm re-
sults in randomly distributed training points that approximate a Monte Carlo edge tracking scheme.
The uncertainty sampling scheme is precisely detailed in Algorithm 3.
When a new data point is generated through uncertainty sampling, it must be assigned to
a class. Our labeling scheme for the points generated during polynomial annihilation relied on
estimates of the jump function, and thus only applied to points within δ of an edge point. Now
during uncertainty sampling, we must label points that potentially lie much further away from edge
points, where no local value of the jump function is available. We thus employ a different labeling
scheme that compares new points generated during uncertainty sampling to the nearest previously
labeled points in each class.
In particular we define a new tolerance δt which reflects the radius of a region in each class
within which the local variability of the function along the separating surface is smaller than the
local jump size itself. In principle we can specify a separate δt for each class, but for simplicity
we consider the same value for both. A new point is now labeled only if its nearest neighbors in
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Fig. 4.4. Initialization phase of the discontinuity detection approach (Algorithm 1), applied to several discon-
tinuities. All model evaluation points are marked with diamonds; labeled points have an additional circle or square.
Edge points are indicated with red circles.
Algorithm 3 FindPointsOnClassifierBoundary
1: Input: set L = {(x, `)} of (points, labels); number of points to add Nadd; variation radius δt;
resolution level  < δt; maximum number of iterations itermax
2: Nadded = 0
3: X = ∅
4: iter = 1
5: while Nadded < Nadd and iter < itermax do
6: x← samplePointFromDomain() {Equation (4.7)}
7: if arg min(x∗,`∗)∈L ||x− x∗|| >  then
8: if ∃(x1, `1) ∈ L s.t. ||x1 − x|| < δt and `1 = +1 then
9: if ∃(x2, `2) ∈ L s.t. ||x2 − x|| < δt and `2 = −1 then
10: Nadded = Nadded + 1
11: X ← X ∪ {x}
12: end if
13: end if
14: end if
15: iter = iter + 1
16: Return(X )
17: end while
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each class are located within a distance δt. The function value at the new point is compared to the
function value of its nearest neighbor in class 1 and its nearest neighbor in class 2. The new point
is given the same label as the nearest neighbor with the closest function value. For this scheme to
avoid making any errors, δt must be chosen properly. We explain this requirement and precisely
define the notion of “local” as follows. Suppose that we are attempting to label a new point xu
which has function value f(xu), and that its nearest neighbors in class 1 and class 2 are x(1) and
x(2), respectively. Suppose also that both nearest neighbors are within δt of xu. Based on the class
definitions in Section 4.2, we can assume that f(x(1)) > f(x(2)). We now determine the consequences
of our labeling mechanism if xu lies in class 1. There are three possible orderings of f(xu) relative
to f(x(1)) and f(x(2)). If f(xu) > f(x(1)) > f(x(2)), then our scheme will generate the correct
label, because the function value of the nearest class 1 point is closer to that of the new point. If
f(xu) < f(x(2)) < f(x(1)), then we will generate an incorrect label; in this situation, the variation
of the function within class 1, near the discontinuity exceeds the jump size |f(x(1))− f(x(2))|. The
points x(1) and x(2) are too far from xu to be useful for labeling, and thus δt has been chosen too
large. The final possible ordering is f(x(2)) < f(xu) < f(x(1)). In this case, we can still label the
point correctly if f(x(1)) − f(xu) < 12 |f(x(1)) − f(x(2))|. Alternatively, if xu belonged to class 2,
we would need f(xu) − f(x(2)) < 12 |f(x(1)) − f(x(2))|. To ensure that the appropriate inequalities
hold, the radius δt must be specified so that the variation of the function around the new point in
each class is smaller than 12 |f(x(1)) − f(x(2))|. This radius reflects a region within a given class in
which the function varies a small amount relative to the jump size. If the radius is any larger, this
labeling procedure may not be accurate for this final ordering. If the jump size is large relative to
the local variation of the function throughout the parameter domain, then δt can be quite large,
even infinity. If the function values near the separating surface within a particular class vary widely,
however, then a smaller δt is needed to ensure accurate labeling. In order to conservatively choose
δt, one may set δt = δ, i.e., the same as the edge tolerance. In this situation US begins labeling
new points which are near existing labeled PA points. These labels will be correct because these
points are in a region where we have an accurate approximation of the jump size. Alternatively,
one may choose to perform PA with a larger total number of edge points NE and/or a smaller edge
tolerance δ. These changes would yield a more extensive exploration of the separating surface in the
PA initialization phase of the algorithm, obtaining jump value estimates at more areas along the
separating surface. The main consequence of setting δt too small or performing a large amount of
PA is a loss in efficiency; only samples very close to existing samples will be labeled, and progress
along the discontinuity will be slow. But the conditions favoring large δt are likely to be valid in
practice, as many discontinuities in problems of interest involve relatively large jumps. An example
of this labeling procedure is shown in Figure 4.5, where the radius δt is different in each class for
illustration purposes. In practice we specify δt to be equal in each class.
Once the new point is labeled, a new classifier is trained and the procedure is repeated: un-
certainty sampling, labeling, and SVM training. If a sufficient number of function evaluations are
added, this procedure will revert to a Monte Carlo edge tracking scheme with resolution level , with
the SVM interpolating the separating surface among the support vectors. Uncertainty sampling can
also be used to add several new points at a time, by minimizing (4.7) from several starting points at
each iteration. This does not typically reduce the number of function evaluations needed to refine
the discontinuity, but can lower overall computational cost by reducing the number of classifiers to
be trained.
4.4. Stopping criterion. The stopping criterion for the overall discontinuity detection al-
gorithm is specified by the distance tolerance  described above (i.e., the distance used to reject
too-closely spaced points during uncertainty sampling). For a given value of , eventually a suffi-
cient number of points are added so that any additional point along the discontinuity lies within 
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Fig. 4.5. Labeling procedure for points generated during uncertainty sampling. A new test point (green square)
is labeled by comparing its function value to those of its nearest neighbors in Class 1 and Class 2, but only if the test
point is sufficiently close to both neighbors. The blue diamonds and red circles denote previously labeled points from
Class 1 and 2, respectively. Circles C1 and C2 indicate the regions for each class in which the local variability of the
function is small enough for labeling. The radii of these circles are δ1t and δ2t and are chosen based on the discussion
in Section 4.3. New points within the intersection of these circles can be accurately labeled.
of a previously labeled point;2 at this stage the algorithm exits. In practice, the exit criterion is im-
plemented by making many repeated attempts at adding new samples, and exiting after a specified
number of failed attempts occur in sequence. In Algorithm 3 this number of attempts is given by
itermax.
We also considered using cross validation as a stopping criterion, but found it to be inadequate
for this purpose. The reason is that cross validation can only indicate whether points that are
already labeled are correctly classified by the SVM. These points are not distributed randomly over
the entire domain; rather, they are clustered around areas of discontinuity that have already been
identified. Cross validation thus has no means of revealing whether the entire discontinuity has been
explored. The only way to be sure that the entire discontinuity has been explored is to add points
until a desired resolution level is achieved along the entire discontinuity, namely .
Using this stopping criterion and running the algorithm to completion, the number of points
required will grow exponentially with the dimension of the separating surface. Even though the
algorithm involves random sampling, the stopping criterion essentially expresses the desire to achieve
a space-filling design along the separating surface. In practice, however, we have found that stopping
well short of a small  still leads to good results. This behavior can be attributed to random
sampling along the separating surface. Random sampling allows wide regions of the discontinuity
to be explored asynchronously, with classification errors resulting from gaps between the samples.
Because the exploration is asynchronous and spatially distributed, it is easier to stop the algorithm
anytime. These exploration contrasts with edge tracking, where one progressively adds samples
by ‘walking’ along the separating surface; here, one cannot stop short because large regions of the
separating surface have not yet been explored.
The full discontinuity detection algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 4. It takes as inputs
an initial point set M0, the desired number of edge points NE , a PA edge tolerance δ, a PA off-
axis tolerance tol, a function variation tolerance δt for US labeling, the number of points to add
with every iteration of uncertainty sampling Nadd, an uncertainty sampling resolution level , the
maximum number of US sub-iterations itermax, and finally a maximum run time T . The algorithm
returns the classifier function f∗λ .
5. Numerical examples. We now demonstrate the performance of the new discontinuity
detection algorithm on a variety of problems: separating surfaces of varying complexity, a problem
2In the case of an unbounded parameter domain endowed with finite probability measure, this will only hold true
with high probability.
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Algorithm 4 Discontinuity Detection
1: Input: initial point set M0 = {x1, x2, . . . , xn|xi ∈ Rd}; maximum number of edge points
NE ; PA edge tolerance δ; PA off-axis tolerance tol; US variation radius δt; number of US
points added each iteration Nadd; US resolution level ; maximum number of US sub-iterations
itermax; maximum runtime T
2: M, E ,F = RefinementInitialization(M0, NE , δ, tol)
3: {(x, `)} = generateLabels(M, E ,F) {Figure 4.3}
4: f∗λ(x) = trainSVMClassifier({(x, `)})
5: while Runtime < T do
6: {xnew} = findPointsOnClassifierBoundary({(x, `)} , Nadd, δt, , itermax)
7: if {xnew} = ∅ then
8: Return(f∗λ)
9: end if
10: {ynew} = f({xnew})
11: {`new} = label({xnew}, {ynew}) {Figure 4.5}
12: {(x, `)} → {(x, `)} ∪ {(xnew, `new)}
13: f∗λ = trainSVMClassifier({(x, `)})
14: end while
15: Return(f∗λ)
where the jump size varies along the discontinuity, and discontinuities of increasing dimension.
Then we apply the algorithm to an ODE system whose fixed point depends discontinuously on
its parameters, and finally we evaluate the performance of the algorithm on a problem where a
discontinuity exists in a subspace of the full parameter domain.
5.1. Geometry of the separating surface. To evaluate how the performance of the algo-
rithm depends on the regularity of the separating surface, we consider four increasingly complex
discontinuity geometries, all in the two-dimensional parameter space D = [−1, 1]2. The first three
separating surfaces are given by (5.1)–(5.3) and illustrated in Figures 5.1–5.3. The final separat-
ing surface is a combination of (5.2) and a rectangle, and serves as an example of a discontinuity
bounding regions that are not simply connected; this surface is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
x2 = 0.3 + 0.4 sin(pix1) (5.1)
x2 = 0.3 + 0.4 sin(pix1) + x1 (5.2)
x2 = 0.3 + 0.4 sin(2pix1) + x1 (5.3)
Because this example is intended to focus on the geometry of the separating surface, the function in
the two regions simply takes values of +1 and −1.
The initialization phase of the algorithm is performed with an equal off-axis and edge tolerance
tol = δ = 0.5. Uncertainty sampling is performed with δt = 2 and  = 0.01, indicating that we
believe the variation of the function is small compared to the jump size and allowing newly sampled
points to be fairly close together. We note that in these scenarios the function is constant (exhibits no
variation) within each class. The SVM classifier is trained using Gaussian kernels, with parameters
chosen via cross-validation. Figures 5.1–5.4 show how the distributions of positively/negatively
labeled points and the classifier boundary evolve after various iterations of uncertain sampling. The
first discontinuity (5.1) is almost linear and requires the smallest number of function evaluations to
be accurately captured. The second discontinuity (5.2) is fairly linear over a large region but contains
a tail near the lower left hand corner. The refinement phase of the algorithm effectively locates this
tail and accurately creates an approximation of the separating surface. The third discontinuity
(5.3) has an oscillatory separating surface and requires the largest number of function evaluations in
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(d) Results after 15 iterations.
Fig. 5.1. Uncertainty sampling results for separating surface given in Equation 5.1. Red and blue points are
training samples from each class. The dotted line represents the true separating surface, the solid black line represents
the zero level set of the SVM.
order to create an accurate classifier. Results for the fourth discontinuity show that the uncertainty
sampling/SVM approach is capable of identifying and refining separating surfaces that are disjoint.
A quantitative assessment of classifier accuracy and convergence is given in Figure 5.5. To
describe the classifier accuracy, we consider 10000 points sampled from a uniform distribution on the
parameter domain and evaluate the percentage of these points that are classified incorrectly. For each
of the four discontinuities, we plot the fraction of misclassified points versus the number of model
evaluations. Since the discontinuity detection algorithm involves random sampling, we actually
run it 100 times for each case and plot the mean and standard deviation of the misclassification
percentage. Clearly, the more complex discontinuity geometries require more points to achieve an
accurate approximation. But errors below 1% are achieved for all four cases.
5.2. Variable jump size. Now we demonstrate the performance of our algorithm on a dis-
continuity whose jump size is not constant along the separating surface. An example proposed in [7]
of such a discontinuity is given in Figure 5.6. This function arises from the solution of Burgers’
equation with a parameterized initial condition. In particular, we have:
∂u
∂t
+ ∂
∂x
(
u2
2
)
= ∂
∂x
(
sin2 x
2
)
, 0 ≤ x ≤ pi, t > 0, (5.4)
with initial condition u(x, 0) = y sin x, y ∼ U(0, 1), and boundary conditions u(0, t) = u(pi, t) = 0.
The surface in Figure 5.6 is the steady-state solution of (5.4) plotted as a function of y, i.e., it is
u¯(x, y) := u(x, t =∞; y).
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(b) Results after 10 iterations.
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(d) Results after 20 iterations.
Fig. 5.2. Uncertainty sampling results for separating surface given in Equation 5.2. Red and blue points are
training samples from each class. The dotted line represents the true separating surface, the solid black line represents
the zero level set of the SVM.
In this experiment we set the labeling radius δt for uncertainty sampling points to 0.5. A rationale
for this choice is as follows. First, note that the minimum jump size in Figure 5.6, occurring near
the (x, y) = (1, 1) corner, is approximately 0.5, with function values varying from −0.25 to 0.25.
Moving 0.5 units away from this corner along the discontinuity, we find that function values near the
discontinuity are approximately fmin = −0.7 and fmax = 0.7, resulting in a jump size of [f ] = 1.4
and a half-jump size of [f ]/2 = 0.7. Now suppose that one has already labeled some training
points in this region and would like to label new uncertainty sampling points in the (1, 1) corner. If
f(x, y) ≈ 0.25 for some point (x, y) in this corner, then (x, y) is in class 1 and fmax−f(x, y) < [f ]/2;
hence our labeling radius is valid for class 1. Now consider the other class in the same corner. In the
worst case situation, we will obtain a function value of f(x, y) ≈ −0.25. Now f(x, y)−fmin < [f ]/2,
and therefore points from class 2 can be labeled as well.
For this value of δt, we now explore the impact of varying the edge tolerance δ in the polynomial
annihilation phase of the algorithm. We consider δ ∈ {1/8, 1/16, 1/32} and show convergence
results in Figure 5.7. For each of these refinement levels, we achieve a 1% classification error on
5000 samples after approximately six uncertainty sampling iterations. Increasing the refinement of
the polynomial annihilation phase of the algorithm increases the number of labeled samples initially
fed to the SVM classifier, but this additional work does not seem to be useful. The active learning
procedure correctly learns the discontinuity even when the initial PA grid is quite coarse.
5.3. Dimension scaling. Now we evaluate the performance of the discontinuity detection
algorithm on higher dimensional problems, examining the dimension scaling of the initialization
(Algorithm 1) and uncertainty sampling phases of the algorithm. Consider a function f : [−1, 1]d →
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(b) Results after 25 iterations.
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(c) Results after after 50 iterations.
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Fig. 5.3. Uncertainty sampling results for separating surface given in Equation 5.3. Red and blue points are
training samples from each class. The dotted line represents the true separating surface, the solid black line represents
the zero level set of the SVM.
R with x := (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd:
f(x) =
{
x2 + 10 if xd >
∑d−1
i=1 x
3
i
x2 − 10 otherwise (5.5)
This function is piecewise quadratic with a cubic separating surface. The SVM again employs a
Gaussian kernel, and uncertainty sampling adds Nadd = 10 points at a time. We vary the parameter
dimension d from 2 to 10, and use 10000 points uniformly sampled on the domain of f to evaluate
the accuracy of discontinuity localization. For each value of d, we run the algorithm until 99% of
these points are classified correctly and plot the total number of function evaluations thus invoked.
Results are shown in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8 actually shows the results of three experiments, varying the computational effort
devoted to the initialization phase of the algorithm. In the first experiment, polynomial annihilation
is performed with an edge tolerance δ = 0.25 and NE =∞; in other words, we run Algorithm 1 until
no more refinement is possible, according to the edge tolerance. This is referred to as performing
polynomial annihilation “to completion.” In the second and third experiments, we set the number
of edge points NE to 20 and 10, respectively. In all three cases, we then proceed with the SVM
classification/uncertainty sampling phase of the algorithm until 99% accuracy is achieved. Solid lines
show the total number of function evaluations in each case, while dashed lines show the number of
function evaluations performed in the initialization phase only.
The results demonstrate, first of all, that the number of function evaluations required to perform
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(c) Results after after 100 iterations.
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Fig. 5.4. Uncertainty sampling results for separating surface given Equation 5.2 with the addition of a box. Red
and blue points are training samples from each class. The dotted line represents the true separating surface, the solid
black line represents the zero level set of the SVM.
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Fig. 5.6. Steady state solution of Burgers’ equation plotted as a function of the spatial coordinate x and the
initial condition parameter y. The jump size varies along the discontinuity.
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Fig. 5.7. Burgers’ equation example: convergence of the discontinuity detection algorithm after initialization
with different edge tolerances δ.
PA to completion grows exponentially with dimension. This effort completely dominates the total
computational cost of the algorithm for d > 3. But these results also show that performing PA to
completion is not necessary. Stopping at NE = 10 or NE = 20 still allows an accurate characteriza-
tion of the separating surface to be constructed via uncertainty sampling and the associated labeling.
In fact, increasing the number of edge points from 10 to 20 does not really affect the number of
training samples subsequently required to achieve 99% accuracy. One reason this may be the case is
that the discontinuity size is fairly consistent across the domain, and therefore once its magnitude
is known, additional edge points are unhelpful. As d increases, the efficiency of the algorithm with
finite NE appears to be several orders of magnitude improved over the scenario in which we perform
PA until no further refinement is possible.
5.4. Genetic toggle switch. A differential-algebraic model of a genetic circuit implemented in
E. coli plasmids has been proposed in [13]. This model has been frequently used in the computational
science literature as a testbed for uncertainty propagation [40], parameter inference [24, 27], and
discontinuity detection [18]. The last two studies are concerned with the fact that the system can
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Fig. 5.8. Dimension scaling of different refinement algorithms for the cubic separating surface in Section 5.3.
All algorithms are run until 99% of the domain is correctly classified. Solid lines indicate the total number of function
evaluations, while dashed lines indicate the number of function evaluations performed in the initialization phase of the
algorithm only. Three cases are shown, corresponding to different limits NE on the number of edge points produced
during initialization.
exhibit a bifurcation with respect to its parameters. The DAE model is as follows:
du
dt
= α11 + νβ − u
dv
dt
= α21 + wγ − v
w = u(1 + [IPTG]/K)η . (5.6)
The states u and v essentially represent the expression levels of two different genes. The meanings of
the parameters α1, α2, β, γ, η, K, and [IPTG] are described in [24] and [13], but are not particularly
important here. Following [18] and [1], we fix [IPTG] = 4.0×10−5, γ = 1, and β = 2.5. We consider
variation in four parameters, Z := (α1, α2, η,K). We let Z vary uniformly within a hypercube
around the nominal value Z0 := (156.25, 15.6, 2.0015, 2.9618× 10−5), with a range of ±10% in every
direction. The output of interest is the steady-state value v(t =∞).
We apply the discontinuity detection algorithm to this output, with parameters δ = tol = 0.25,
NE = 15, δt = 2.0, and  = 0.01. The PA parameter choices δ, tol, and NE are all targeted towards
achieving a small number of function evaluations during PA. In this model, it is known that the
function values exhibit small variability compared to the jump size. For this reason we only need to
learn the function values in each class at a few locations in the parameter domain. Once we obtain
this information, we have essentially learned the jump size over the entire parameter domain. We
can also use a fairly large δt, in this case encompassing a majority of the parameter domain. These
choices demonstrate the flexibility of the algorithm, in that the parameter choices can reflect prior
knowledge when it is available. Finally, the algorithm is fairly insensitive to  because we will employ
a stop-short mechanism for termination.
Table 5.1 shows the number of model evaluations (i.e., integrations of (5.6)) required to localize
the discontinuity to within a 1% classification error and a 0.1% classification error, measured with
5000 random samples from the parameter domain. Since our algorithm involves random sampling, we
report the average and standard deviation of this value over 100 independent runs. For comparison,
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we also report the number of model evaluations used by the edge tracking scheme of [18] and
adaptive refinement scheme of [1] for exactly the same problem. The performance of the new
discontinuity localization algorithm is much improved over these previous techniques. We attribute
the improvement to the fact that the separating surface in this example can be well described using
a hyperplane, as in [1]. The SVM classifer needs very few points to approximate a hyperplane or
small perturbations thereof.
Learning Edge Tracking [18] Adaptive Refinement[1]
model evals for 1% error 127 ± 2 31,379 91,250
model evals for 0.1% error 257 ± 22 – –
Table 5.1
Performance comparison of different discontinuity localization schemes on the genetic toggle switch example.
5.5. Discontinuity in subspace of full domain. Finally, we demonstrate the performance
of the discontinuity detection scheme on a problem wherein the discontinuity occurs only along a
subset of the input coordinates. In other words, the problem contains a separating surface that
is aligned with a complementary subset of the coordinate directions. In particular, we consider a
function f : [−1, 1]20 → R containing a discontinuity across a 2-sphere that is “extruded” through a
20-dimensional ambient space:
f(x) =
 1 if
3∑
i=1
x2i < r
2
−1 else.
Here x ∈ [−1, 1]20 and xi is the ith component of x. The radius r = 0.125. This test case was first
proposed in [18]. Note that the separating surface here is still a 19-dimensional manifold.
In this example, we evaluate the classification error at 1000 random points uniformly sampled
over the 20-dimensional subregion located within a distance 0.125 of the separating surface. If the
1000 uniformly random points instead covered the full 20-dimensional hypercube, the classification
error would be excessively low; focusing on the region near the discontinuity, on the other hand,
provides a more stringent test of our approximation scheme. To compare our algorithm’s performance
with that of the edge tracking scheme in [18], uncertainty sampling iterations are continued until we
achieve 93% classification error in the subregion. We use the same algorithm input parameters as in
the previous example, with the exception of seeking only one edge point in each dimension, starting
with an initial point set M0 that contains only the origin. The edge tracking results indicated
that O(104) function evaluations were required to achieve 93% accuracy. The new discontinuity
detection approach, on the other hand, requires 275 function evaluations function evaluations in the
initialization phase and approximately 200 function evaluations during uncertainty sampling. Again,
this improvement reflects the fact that f contains a very regular discontinuity shape, which can be
approximated by the kernel SVM quite efficiently.
6. Conclusions. This paper has developed an efficient and flexible discontinuity localization
algorithm for the outputs of parameter-dependent computational simulations. The algorithm pro-
gressively refines a functional approximation of the surface across which the discontinuity occurs.
The approach is unstructured; after an initialization phase employing polynomial annihilation, it
relies on guided random sampling and thus avoids constructing a dense structured grid of model
evaluations, either globally or in the vicinity of the discontinuity. The separating surface is rep-
resented by a kernel SVM classifier; this representation is quite flexible, and is able to capture a
wide range of discontinuity geometries over a range of dimensions. We demonstrate the approach on
several model functions and benchmark ODE and PDE systems. Compared to previous approaches,
it requires significantly fewer model evaluations to achieve a given level of accuracy.
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The advantage of this algorithm is greatest when the complexity of the separating surface is low,
so that it can be well approximated with few points. But the nonparametric representation employed
by the SVM allows it to approximate surfaces ranging from linear (i.e., hyperplanes) to very complex
(i.e., disconnected). By contrast, other unsupervised discontinuity localization schemes assume that
the geometry of the separating surface necessitates some form of edge tracking (in a sense allowing
maximum complexity, up to a point-spacing tolerance δ), or assume a particular parameterization
of the surface. In return for the present flexibility, one must make some assumptions about how
quickly function values near the separating surface vary relative to the local jump size. When little
is known, one can make conservative choices of the variation radius δt and the edge tolerance δ, and
the method in a sense reverts to a Monte Carlo edge tracking scheme.
While we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the algorithm on a wide variety of problems,
future refinements can extend it to simulations whose input domains must be divided into more than
two classes, perhaps resulting from several disconnected output regimes, and to simulations that
exhibit discontinuities in their derivatives. Tackling these issues should not fundamentally change
the present methodology; indeed, one could employ multi-class SVM classifiers with an appropriate
labeling scheme. Finally, we emphasize that the localization of discontinuities is but one step towards
the development of efficient surrogates for computational simulations. Future work will couple the
methodology presented here with function approximation techniques to create a unified framework
for the construction of piecewise smooth surrogate models.
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